How to Read These Maps

Start asking people to draw or dot their "neighborhoods".

And then, in a different color to draw their "affiliated neighbors".

We discuss the need to include 25,000 people in a District and guess how big an area that is.

They get to see Maps Option D/E and the Chamber Map.

I ask them 4 questions:

1. **Sequencing**
   a) 3 incumbents
   b) Random/lot/lot/lot
   c) Supercomputer
   d) Roseland 2018 (or 2020)

2. Roseland has a single block or 3 South West, are 2 blocks.

3. **Cross 101** North/Central/South, all home which

4. **If forced to choose - option D/E or Chamber**
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1. Residency must
2. One voting block
3. Cross 101 in middle
4. Map D
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1. Option: Vote for 8 that would be rep for re-election this term.
2. Pool and together as I voting block.
3. Are these as needed - are to (x 101)
4. (Map D)
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1) Roseland 2018 then by lot for other two
2) Roseland together as one district
3) All three
9) D map
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To 2018 up for election
2d Roseland 3 South 4 Chamber